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PARIS, FRANCE
Paris has a timeless familiarity with instantly recognizable architectural icons, along with exquisite 
cuisine, chic boutiques and priceless artistic treasures. 

The wrought-iron spire of the Eiffel Tower piercing the clouds, the broad Arc de Triomphe 
guarding Paris’ most glamorous avenue, the Champs-Élysées, the gargoyled Notre Dame 
cathedral, lamp lit bridges spanning the Seine and art nouveau cafes spilling on to wicker-
chair-lined terraces are indelibly etched in the minds of anyone who’s visited the city. But 
despite initial appearances, Paris’ cityscape isn’t static: there are some stunning modern 
and contemporary icons too, from the inside-out, industrial-style Centre Pompidou to the 
mur végétal (vertical garden) gracing the striking Musée du Quai Branly.

Paris’ dining is iconic: France’s reputation for its cuisine (the French word for ‘kitchen’) 
precedes it, and whether you seek a cozy neighborhood bistro or a triple-Michelin-starred 
temple to gastronomy, you’ll find every establishment prides itself on exquisite preparation 
and presentation of quality produce, invariably served with wine. Enticing patisseries, 
boulangeries (bakeries), fromageries (cheese shops) and crowded, colorful street markets. 

Parisians are synonymous with style, and fashion shopping is the city’s forte. Paris remains 
at the forefront of international trends, and browsing emerging and established designer 
boutiques and f lagship haute couture houses is a quintessential part of any visit.

OPTIONAL TOURS
It’s time to start booking optional tours. This 
tour was designed to give you the freedom 
to decide whether you wanted free time to 
explore on your own, time to enjoy a day 
at the spa or take a guided tour with your 
friends & family.  The choice is yours...build 
your tour...your way!

If you’d like to take one of our guided 
tours, please send full payment with a 
listing of your selections to our office no 
later than one month prior to departure. 
Tour Confirmations will be sent via email 
approximately 10 days prior to your departure.

Please note that NONE of the optional tours 
conflict with each other or with any included 

program tour. For planning purposes, refer 
to your program brochure for basic tour 
information.    The specific day a tour may 
operate is subject to change.  A final daily 
itinerary will be included in your travel 
materials.  

As tour arrangements are planned specifically 
for our groups, optional Tours are non-
refundable.  (Refunds will ONLY be issued 
if Adelman/Chamber Discoveries cancels 
the tour.) 

The Paris extension MUST be purchased prior 
to ticketing—deadline for the Paris extension 
is at the time you make your final payment for 
the trip.  Contact your Operations Manager 
for details. 

Discover & Explore French Riviera

CHAMBER



St. Paul de Vence - $120
Saint Paul de Vence is an excellent example of a charming hilltop 
fortified village in Provence, filled with art galleries, botiques and 
sidewalk cafes. A walk through it winding streets reveals elegant 
fountains, vine-covered stone walls and statues tucked into nooks 
in the walls. There are breathtaking views of mountains and sea. 
Even the ground below is attractive, as the cobblestones are laid in 
the shapes of f lowers.

This small, relaxed town’s artsy side runs deep. Chagall lived here, 
and great art museums such as the Maeght and Saint-Paul’s Museum 
are in town or just outside it. Its Chapelle des Pénitents Blancs was 
one of the last commissions undertaken by the Belgian artist Folon.

Provence Wine Tour- $189
You will be visiting a variety of wineries, each with their individual wine-
making style. You will be able to taste numerous wines; fruity whites, 
bold reds and of course excellent rosés. Discover this marvelous univers 
and way of life! This fascinating wine tour will allow you to discover 
the different techniques used to make wine. Visit of the Château de 
Saint-Martin (Cru Classé), 20 centuries of History, a Château with a 
real Comtesses. Enjoy lunch in a winery or in a Provence village. Then, 
visit of the Clos Cassinet, a family winery! Visit of the Chateau Font 
du Broca truly unbelievable place and great wines! Enjoy a panoramic 
view (Mediterranean sea - French Alps) before returning to the hotel.

Monte Carlo/Villefrance/Eze - INCLUDED
Drive down Monaco’s streets, famous for the annual Formula One Grand 
Prix race circuit event. Then, take a stroll around Casino Square in 
Monte Carlo and admire the impressive hotels and beautiful gardens. 

Visit Villefranche-sur-Mer, a charming small resort to the west of 
Nice and Cannes and to the east of Monte Carlo. This city’s long 
and rich history as a major sea port is visible everywhere you look 
with quiet little squares and the Place de l’Eglise.

Enjoy magnificent views of the Mediterranean coast as you head to 
the picturesque medieval village of Eze for a guided perfumery tour. 
Enjoy a guided walking tour of the town, visit charming artisan shops 
and learn about the art of perfume making.

St. Tropez Excursion- $169
Visit the most celebrated Mediterranean Village there is and still 
has the charm of a village where locals live life and their provencal 
traditions undisturbed by the celebrities who come and go. 

You will explore the town by mounting the steps to the pretty village 
visiting the Citadel with its naval museum. You’ll also make a stop at 
Port Grimaud, known as “Little Venice” to admire its canals, bridges, 
boutiques and charming houses. On your return you’ll drive along the 
spectacular coast through St. Maxime, St. Raphael and the Golden 
Corniche.

OPTIONAL TOURS
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*Prices are per person, double occupancy. 

All tours - prices based on a min. of 20 guests - prices subject to change if min. is not met. Order of tours subject to change until the final itinerary is distributed.



St. Paul de Vence 
Saint Paul de Vence is a charming hilltop fortified village in 
Provence, filled with art galleries, boutiques and sidewalk 
cafes. It’s hard to find something ugly about this quaint village. 
A walk through its winding streets reveals elegant fountains, 
vine-covered stone walls and statues tucked into the walls. There 
are breathtaking views of mountains and the Mediterranean 
sea, sparkling in the background. Even the cobblestones have 
beauty; they’re shaped like f lowers. 

Top Attractions in Saint Paul de Vence  

The fortified village itself is a striking site, with its medieval 
fortress walls surrounding the city. The entrance was erected 
in the 1400s and features a canon muzzle that was a trophy 
from the 1544 Battle of Cerisoles in Italy.

As you walk through the village, look up at the artwork embedded 
in the walls. This includes religious statues and various other 
adornments.

Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo is officially an administrative area of the Principality 
of Monaco, specifically the ward of Monte Carlo/Spélugues, 
where the Monte Carlo Casino is located. Informally the name 
also refers to a larger district, the Monte Carlo Quarter, which 
besides Monte Carlo/Spélugues also includes the wards of La 
Rousse/Saint Roman, Larvotto/Bas Moulins, and Saint Michel. 
The permanent population of the ward of Monte Carlo is about 
3,500, while that of the quarter is about 15,000. Monaco has 
four traditional quarters. From west to east they are: Fontvieille, 
Monaco-Ville, La Condamine, and Monte Carlo.

Monte Carlo (literally “Mount Charles”) is situated on a prominent 
escarpment at the base of the Maritime Alps along the French 
Riviera. Near the quarter’s western end is the world-famous 

Place du Casino, the gambling center which has made Monte 
Carlo “an international byword for the extravagant display 
and reckless dispersal of wealth”.[1] It is also the location of 
the Hôtel de Paris, Café de Paris and Salle Garnier (the casino 
theatre which is the home of the Opéra de Monte-Carlo). The 
quarter’s eastern part includes the community of Larvotto 
with Monaco’s only public beach, as well as its new convention 
center (the Grimaldi Forum), and the Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel 
& Resort. At the quarter’s eastern border, one crosses into the 
French town of Beausoleil (sometimes referred to as Monte-
Carlo-Supérieur), and just 8 kilometres (5 mi) to its east is the 
western border of Italy.

Villefrance
Villefranche-sur-Mer is a charming small resort to the west of 
Nice and Cannes and to the east of Monte Carlo. So it’s in pretty 
distinguished company. But Villefrance-sur-Mer is surprisingly 
quiet and relatively undiscovered, with a delightful local feel to 
it. With a sandy shore, small village and relaxed atmosphere, 
Villefranche-sur-Mer is a lovely escape from the bustle of the 
bigger Côte d’Azur cities mere minutes away.

The Old Town is just a short walk from the beach and the 
colourful port, and makes for a wonderful afternoon of aimless 
wandering, shopping, enjoying a leisurely lunch or sitting in 
a cafe watching the world go by.

Eze
Eze is a fascinating medieval village in France situated about 
half way between Nice and Monte Carlo. Eze is a great place to 
spend a few hours while your ship is docked along the French 
Riviera in Cannes or Nice or in the harbor at Monaco. 

While walking the paths of Eze, you can easily see that it was 
once surrounded by a 12th-century fortified castle. The castle 
was torn down in 1706, but the village remains and forms a 
circular pattern around the base of the castle. The villagers did 
an excellent job of restoring the old buildings. The current church 
of Eze was built on the foundations of a 12th-century church.

St. Tropez
Saint-Tropez is a town on the French Riviera, 100 kilometres (62 
miles) west of Nice in the Var department of the Provence-Alpes-
Côte d’Azur region of Southeastern France. The inhabitants 
of Saint-Tropez are called Tropéziens  the town is familiarly 
called St-Trop.

Saint-Tropez was a military stronghold and fishing village until 
the beginning of the 20th century. It was the first town on this 
coast to be liberated during World War II as part of Operation 
Dragoon. After the war, it became an internationally known 
seaside resort, renowned principally because of the inf lux 
of artists of the French New Wave in cinema and the Yé-yé 
movement in music.
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~ PARIS EXTENSION** - 4 Additional Days - $799* ~
Join our Optional 3 night post-tour to Paris and enjoy a guided 
tour of Paris followed by free time to explore this magnificent 
city on your own. This option includes transportation from 
Lyon to Paris, 3 nights hotel accommodation in a city center 
hotel, with breakfast included, and transportation to the Paris 
airport for your f lights home.
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10 FUN FACTS ABOUT FRENCH RIVIERA

How well do you know the French Riviera? Here is a mix of informative and interesting facts to prepare you for visiting 
the French Riviera. Test yourself on how many of these top 10 French Riv facts you know:

1. In 1887, the French Riviera acquired the nickname of Cote d’Azur or Azure coast.

2. The Cannes Film Festival is one of the most prestigious and oldest film festivals in the world! This glamorous event 
is usually held every year in the month of May and is attended by everybody who is anybody in the movie industry and 
showcases many international films and screenplays. It was conceived in the 1930’s by Jean Jay, the then French education 
Minister in outrage over the interference of the fascist Italian and German Governments in the selection of movies for 
the Venice film festival.

3. Monaco is the second smallest country in the world, and is home to the Monte-Carlo casino complex which comprises 
of the Grand theatre de Monte Carlo, an opera and a ballet house. The route of the Monaco Grand prix runs past it. Three 
James Bond movies have been filmed in the ritzy interiors of the Belle Epoque casino. For all the gambling the tourists 
get to do, the citizens of Monaco are not allowed to gamble let alone step inside one. When it was first constructed.it was 
called a health spa to avoid criticism from the church!

4. The mysterious Man in the Iron Mask spent 11 years of his life within the prison of Ile Saint-Margerite (St-Marguerite 
Island). You can visit the cell he resided in the Musee de la Mer (Museum of the Sea ). This island fortress is just a 15 minute 
ferry ride from the main city of Cannes.

5. Grasse , a 20 minute drive from Cannes , has been the capital of the perfume industry since the Renaissance period. You 
can even create your own perfume at the “studio des fragrances” with the help of some talented technicians. About three 
quarters of the worlds essences are produced from these gardens comprising of daffodils, lavender, jasmine and much more

6. The French Riviera has glitz and glamour which can be competed against by few places on earth. It is known to be an 
international playground for the rich and famous with approximately 300 days of sunshine per year. Key figures

7. In 1955 the Hollywood actress Grace Kelly attended Cannes Film Festival at which she met Prince Rainier III, then ruler 
of the Principality of Monaco. A year later the couple were married and this tiny country, the world’s second smallest, 
became a favorite holiday destination of their rich and famous friends.

8. Among the main attractions are fireworks festivals in Cannes and Monaco (July and August), yacht shows in Antibes 
(April), Cannes (September) and Monaco (October), the Cannes Film Festival in May, the Monaco Grand Prix in May, and 
sailing regattas in Antibes in June and St Tropez in September

9. The Nice Carnival is the most important, attended, lively event of the year for the Nicoise. Dances, celebrations, 
masquerades and festive crowds divided the Old Town for hundreds of years until the birth of the modern-day carnival 
in the year 1873, characterized by marches and parades. With time, picturesque floats were added. Today, from Place 
Masséna to the Promenade des Anglais, the battle of the flowers is an emotional parade of f lowered floats with more than 
five thousand flower stalks that cover the ideas and attempts by the designers of the floats. In the evening fireworks on 
the sea best celebrate the two weeks of festivities

10. St-Paul-de-Vence. Picasso, Matisse, Renoir as well as writers like Aldous Huxley, D. H. Lawrence and F. Scott Fitzgerald 
depicted in their works the magic that inspired them in St-Paul-de-Vence. Even today artists and aspiring artists fill the 
small village, animating it with open galleries and gatherings. But leaving the village along Chemin Saint Claire, you will 
find one of the points of reference for modern art, the Maeght Foundation, with mosaic walls by Chagall, stained glass 
windows by Mirò and Braque and works by Matisse and Kandinskij. Outside there is a sculpture by Giacometti.



FLIGHT UPGRADES
Question: Can I upgrade my seat assignment or f lights?

Answer: In most cases, yes, you can upgrade your seats to 
Comfort Class, Premium Economy Class or even Business Class 
if the request is made prior to ticketing. If you are interested 
in receiving upgrade options, please contact your Operations 
Manager so that we may work on your request when the time 
comes. Additional fees will apply based on your final selections. 
Full payment will be required for additional services at the 
time of purchase. Seating upgrades are non-refundable once 
purchased.

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS
Question: When will I get my travel documents?

Answer: Travel material will be available approximately 30 
days prior to your departure date. There is generally a final 
orientation meeting where these are distributed and guests 
are given an opportunity to review the materials and ask 
any questions they may have. If a meeting is not scheduled, 
Adelman/Chamber Discoveries will mail your documents 
directly to the address we have on file for you approximately 
25-30 days prior to your trip.

Question: I live out of the area or will be out of town during the 
Final Orientation Meeting. How can I get my travel documents?

Answer: If there is a Final Orientation Meeting for your group, 
we will send all of the materials directly to the organization 
for the meeting. For anyone who cannot attend the meeting, 
the materials will be mailed to you within a few days following 
the meeting. 

St. Paul de Vence Monte Carlo Casino

Adelman/Chamber Discoveries
(559) 244-6600 | (800) 339-7781

www.adelmandiscoveries.com | www.chamberdiscoveries.com

St. Tropez

CUSTOMIZED TRAVEL OPTIONS
Question: Can members of my group extend their trip or 
travel from a different home city? If so, how does that work 
and what is the cost?

Answer: Absolutely. We are happy to work with you and your 
guests in making special travel arrangements. These are 
handled on a case-by-case basis approximately 75-100 days 
prior to the trip. Guests wishing to extend their trip or travel 
from a different home city should put their detailed requests 
in writing as soon as possible so that we can begin working 
on the research for their trips.

Approximately 75-100 days prior to their travel dates, Adelman/
Chamber Discoveries will send these guests information 
detailing their travel options. At that time, the guest may elect 
to use our services, cancel their request and simply travel with 
the group, or make their own arrangements. Either way, they 
must return the materials with their final selection noted so 
that we can finalize ticketing arrangements on their behalf. 

SPECIAL TRAVEL REQUESTS
Question: What if people want to travel together, what steps 
are needed to keep them together as much as possible?

Answer: Guests wishing to travel together need to put their 
requests in writing and submit to Adelman/Chamber Discoveries 
via email (sbirkbeck@adelmantravel.com) or fax (866) 668-2126, 
or regular mail to Adelman/Chamber Discoveries at 1300 E. 
Shaw Ave, Suite 127, Fresno, CA 93710, as soon as possible and 
identify exactly who they wish to travel with (i.e. Marta Jones 
and Betty Harris wish to travel with Susie & Tom Klein - they 
are traveling to The French Riviera with xxx in Month YEAR)

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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DAILY ITINERARY 

OPTIONAL TOURS - SIGN UP

Day 1: Depart the USA

Day 2: Arrive in Cannes

Day 3: Cannes - Antibes - Sophia Antipolis

Day 4: Grasse Excursion (St. Paul de Vence)

Day 5: Day at leisure (Provence Wine Tour)

Day 6: Monte Carlo - Villefrance - Eze

Day 7: Day at leisure (St. Tropez) 

Day 8: Cannes to the USA

Please confirm my participation in the:

              St. Paul de Vence - $120               Provence Wine Tour - $189

              St. Tropez - $169                   Paris Post Tour - $799 (must sign up for Paris Post by July 16) 
   

Name:                                                                                                                  

Guest name:                                                                                                     

Group Name:                                                                                                   

If you’d like to take one of our guided tours, please send full payment with a listing of your selections to our office no later than 
one month prior to departure. Tour Confirmations will be sent via email approximately 10 days prior to your departure.

All tours - prices based on a min. of 20 guests - prices subject to change if min. is not met. Order of tours subject to change until the final itinerary is distributed.
$10 per tour on-site booking fee for tours reserved once in destination.

Make checks payable to: Adelman Travel

Mail to: Adelman Travel

6980 N. Port Washington Rd. 

Milwaukee, WI 53217


